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Video: Biden Jokes About Starting World War 3
“If I gotta go to war, I’m going with you guys – I mean it.”
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***

In  another  incredible  moment  of  stupidity  Wednesday,  Joe  Biden  deviated  from  his
teleprompter and joked that he might start a third world war.

Biden was speaking at the national conference of North America’s Building Trades Unions,
the AFL-CIO group for  workers  in  the construction industry,  when he made the idiotic
remark.

Biden began talking about the Ukraine conflict, saying

“This war could continue for a long time, but the United States will continue to stand
with Ukraine, the Ukrainian people and their fight for freedom.”

Then he addressed the unionists in the room and said,

“And by the way, if I gotta go to war, I’m going with you guys – I mean it.”

Watch:

Joe Biden jokes about World War 3.

"If I gotta go to war, I'm going with you guys." pic.twitter.com/9FXcno642J

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) April 6, 2022

This latest face palm moment comes after weeks of continued stupid comments about
sending U.S.  troops to  Ukraine,  training Ukrainian troops,  calling Putin  a  war  criminal,
expressing support for an international war criminal trial and advocating regime change in
Russia.
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The venue where war criminals are tried is the International Criminal Court in
the Hague, which the US has steadfastly refused to join out of fear of having its
own officials tried and held accountable there. That's why so many of them are
on Twitter and in cable Green Rooms. https://t.co/cXMIzrvRyx

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) April 4, 2022

In addition to the stupid joke about nuclear armageddon at the appearance Wednesday,
Biden reeled off a series of outright lies again.

Earlier in the week he declared that he used to be an 18 wheeler truck driver, but now he
used to be a practicing professor at the University of Pennsylvania:

Obviously, that claim is total horse shit.

That wasn’t where the lies ended for the day.

BIDEN: "Every time that price of the gas went up at the pump, guess what? It
was a conversation at our kitchen table."

He's  LYING.  Gas  prices  were  completely  FLAT  during  Biden's  childhood.
pic.twitter.com/GjKZLw4PPE

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) April 6, 2022

Joe Biden once again repeats the lie that his socialist spending spree would not
raise taxes "on anyone making under $400K." pic.twitter.com/uzt9e6Lre8

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) April 6, 2022

Whenever Biden is talking about something that he knows isn’t true or is just dumb, he
caveats it with the phrase ‘this is not a joke’:

BIDEN:  "I'm  so  sick  and  tired.  I  was  raised  by  a  dad.  Not  a  joke."
pic.twitter.com/ntgGnV9qtc

— Townhall.com (@townhallcom) April 6, 2022

BIDEN: "To try to unify the country, that's been the hardest thing so far. Not a
joke…You  ultimately  have  to  unify,  as  angry  as  I  sometimes  get."
pic.twitter.com/FrwESyldVw

— Townhall.com (@townhallcom) April 6, 2022

During the speech he also did that bizarre creepy whispering thing while threatening to
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force American companies to unionise:

Biden  threatens  American  corporations  with  forced  unionization:  “Amazon,
here we come” pic.twitter.com/ZMQiEYUWcE

— Tom Elliott (@tomselliott) April 6, 2022
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